Abraham Moon have been creating fine woollen cloth from our base in Guiseley, Yorkshire, ever since
our establishment in 1837. With over 180 years of proud British manufacturing and design heritage to
our name, we’re now one of Britain’s last remaining vertical woollen mills.
We create our collections with a balance between innovative design & traditional craft, maintaining our
position at the forefront of commercial trends with consistent high quality. Our passion for distinction
remains as strong now as ever, carrying the message of what it truly means to be ‘Made in Yorkshire’.

Career Opportunity
Job Title

Factory Operative

Closing date

15/09/2021
Looking to start your career in the textile industry? We have a great opportunity for
someone to join a close knit team at our family run business which has roots back over
100 years at our renown cloth manufacturing company.
As our General Labourer you will start your career with us and have the opportunity
through training and support to progress. You will learn through hands on- in house
training and have the opportunity of learning all aspects of textile manufacturing
through an Apprenticeship depending on existing qualifications.
As an integral part of a team you will provide an efficient service within the weaving
department with the purpose of maximising weaving and other operating efficiencies.
Key Responsibilities

Job
Description

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To ensure the weaving and surrounding areas are always kept clean.
All lights and weaving machines are kept clean
To share responsibility of departmental recycling using the compactor.
Recycling of weft cones
To assist in the maintenance of a safe working environment through the strict
adherence to company health and safety rules and procedures
Winding off salvage yarn (training will be given)
Ensuring that a high standard of housekeeping is maintained, with particular
emphasis and notice taken of oil grease and warp lubricant spillages.

Cover will be needed for the following.
•
•
•

To inspect and book in pieces through the Greasy Perch, ensure any issues are
reported and checked on loom.
To transport inspected pieces to mending with the safe use of the lift.
Learn all aspects of weaving
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Attributes and Experience
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attention to detail.
Good literacy/numeracy skills
Excellent timekeeping.
Full capacity to recognise and distinguish between different colours.
Good dexterity and experience with yarn qualities.
Understanding of Continuous Improvement within a production environment.

In Return we offer the following:
30 days holiday (including statutory)
Generous pension scheme
Discretionary Annual Company Bonus
20% Discount on products
Private Medical Cover (contributory)
Staff social events
Free onsite parking

Send your Curriculum Vitae with a covering letter, quoting the job title to: -

How to Apply

HR Department
Abraham Moon & Sons Ltd
Netherfield Mills
Guiseley
Leeds
West Yorkshire
LS20 9PA
Alternatively email careers@moons.co.uk
No Agencies Thank you
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